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ABSTRACT

0

Utah Mines Ltd. became the owner of the Bri Coal Licences
through an option agreement formed with Bri Coal Mining
Ltd.., Bow River Resources Ltd. and Rainier Energy Resources
Ltd. in May of 1978. The property comprises 21 contiguous
coal licences numbered 3634 to 3654, located in the Peace
River area of the Liard Mining Division. An exploration
program was formulated for the 1978 field season both to
fulfill the work commitment prescribed in this agreement
and to provide additional data to better assess the economic
potential of the property. Five widely spaced diamond drill
holes and further surface exploration were planned in order
that these obligationsand objectives might be met.

Geological mapping and chain and compass road surveys were
undertaken at various times between May 26, 1978 and October
20, 1978. Five holes comprising 1829.1 metres of diamond
drilling were completed between June 21, 1978 and August 29,
1978. Data collected during this program has made possible
a better understanding of the geology of the property ana
has aided in the definition of areas of significant economic
potential.

PROPERTY AND TITLE

The Bri Coal Property comprises 21 contiguous doal licences
numbered 3634 to 3654 inclusive. These licences encompass
48,34 hectares (rounded upward from, more precisely, 4824.23
hectares). Theylie  within the area commonly referred to as
the "Northeast Coal Block" in the Liard Mining Division.
(See Fig. 1, page 2 )
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The property is bounded on the east and north by licences
of Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd., on the west and north by the
South Mount Gething licences of Utah Mines Ltd. and on the
north by the East Mount Gething licences of Utah Mines Ltd.
To the south, the coal rights remain with the crown.

During the spring and summer of 1971, Texacal Resources Ltd.
(Incorporated 1967 under British Columbia charter as Bayland
Mining Ltd. - name changed to Texacal Resources Ltd. on a
share for share basis, March 197OY acquired a 60% interest
in 27 contiguous coal licences covering the area of the
present Bri Coal Property. The name Texacal Resources Ltd.
was changed to Rainier Energy Resources Ltd. in May of 1974
on the basis of one new share for five old shares. The re-
maining 40% interest in the property was acquired by Hogan
Mines Ltd. (Incorporated 1965 under British Columbia
charter). In January of 1972, the name Hogan Mines Ltd.
was changed to Bow River Resources Ltd. on the.basis of one new
share for five old shares.

The 1974 Coal Act required that coal licence  holders adjust
their properties so that the boundaries would conform to
the National Topographic System grid. Thus, the present 21
licences approximately cover the area of the original 27
licences. (See figure 1, p. 2 )

On the 19th day of March, 1976, Bow River Resources Ltd. and
Rainier Energy Resources Ltd. formed an operating agreement
with Bri Coal Mining Ltd. This agreement called for the
transfer of 50% of the interest in the licences to Bri Coal
Mining Ltd. No action was taken on the transfer of this
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interest. Subsequently, in January of 1977, 85% of the shares
of Bri Coal Mining Ltd. were acquired by Mr. H. Hansen and
Miss F. P. McNeil of Chetwynd, B.C. while the remaining 15%
of the shares are held by Mr. Hoon Kwak of Vancouver, B.C.
Application was eventually made to transfer 50% of the
interest in the licences to Bri Coal Nining  Ltd.. but the
formation of an agreement with Utah Mines Ltd. precluded
this action.

Utah Mines Ltd. is the present owner and operatbr  of the
Bri Coal Licences  under an agreement formed with Bri Coal
Mining Ltd., Bow River Resources Ltd. and Rainier Energy
Resources Ltd., dated the 11th day of May, 1978. The bill
of sale itemizing these licences is dated the 15th day of
May, 1978. Transfer of ownership was effected. by Ministry
of Mines and Petroleum Resources, ministerial approval on
the 14th day of June, 1978.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Bri Coal IXccencesmearranged  in a "horseshoe" 'configura-
tion, approximately centred  on 55O 58'~;  122O. 17'W. They
lie within the area covered by the National Topographic
System designation 93-O-16, E & W. The northeast corner of
the property lies approximately 3 km. southwest‘from W.A.C.
Bennett Dam and, in general, the property lies to the
southwest of Peace River Canyon. Vancouver lies 772 km.
nearly due south. Highway 29, linking C.hetwynd,  Hudson's
Hope and Fort St. John passes within 20 km.to the east of
the property. (Refer to figures 1, page 2 ; 2, page 5 ;
3, page 6 1
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Access to much of the property is now readily gained by
using Canfor's  Johnson Creek Road from Highway 29,, 19 km.
south from Hudson's Hope. Alternately, the property can
be reached by paved road west from Hudson's Hope to W.A.C.
Bennett Dam and the Utah Mines Ltd. road from the dam to
JohnsonCreek  Road. A network of logging access and haulage
roads provide good access to most areas of the northern
part of the property. The southeastern licences are
accessible at several locations by road while the south-
western licences remain accessible either on foot or by
helicopter.

EXPLORATION OF THE BRI COAL PROPERTY

i) Previous Exploration

During previous exploration programs, greater than 8,000
.feet of diamond drilling was completed in 17 holes. Of
these 17 holes, 13 penetrated into the coal-bearing
Gething Formation. They lie within a roughly east-
northeast trending band through the central area of
the northern group of licences. In conjunction with
sections measured in Peace River Canyon and along creeks
in the area, they indicate a potentially significant
thickness and extent for the "Trojan" coal seam. With
the exception of D.D.H. 71-l these drill holes tested
only the top 150 feet to 450 feet of the Gething
Formation over a relatively small area. They provide
little or no information on other potentially interesting
coal seams.
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D.D.H. 11-l was drilled near the northeast corner of
the property, close to Peace River Canyon and Gething
Creek Canyon. Because of their close proximity to
each other and their distance from much of the propertyr
sections of the Gething Formation found in Peace River -
Canyon, Gething Creek, 'Track Creek and Gaylard  Creek as
well as the section penetrated by D.D.H. 71-1 should
not be considered indicative of the Gething Formation
throughout the property. Since abrupt change in thick-
ness is characteristic of coal. seams in the area, past
exploration aid not disprove the.presence  of significant
coal seams below the "Trojan" seam. Similarly, past
exploration did not adequately explore the "Trojan"
seam over the full extent of the property.

ii) 1978 Exploration Program
The 1978 exploration program, formulated for the Bri
Coal Propexty was intended to more adequately test the
property for economically significant metallurgical

grade coal. To test the continuity, thickness, character
and configuration of the "Trojan" seam over a much
broader area was of particular importance. At the same
time it was also considered important to test as much
of the Gething Formation as possible for other economi-
cally significant coal seams. Five widely spaced
diamond drill holes were planned in order that these
objectives might be achieved.

Exploration activities on the Bri Coal Licences  spanned
the period from May 26, 1978 to October 20, 1978 but
were largely concentrated between June 21, 1978 and
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August  29, 1978 during which time, drilling was in
progress. As well as diamond drilling, geological
mapping and chain and compass road surveys ~were under-
taken,at  various times during the field season.

Diamond drilling activities commenced on the Bri Coal
Licences on June 21, 1978 with the arrival in Hudson's
Hope of Mr. Wayne Castle of Canadian Longyear  Ltd. to
assess and organize the program. On June 24, 1978 a
unitized Longyear  44 diamond drilling rig and related
equipment and supplies were delivered by Canadian
Longyear  Ltd. t'o the site of D.D.H. BC-78-l. T h e
drilling crew included Wayne Castle (runner, foreman),
Marc Bouchard (runner), Mike Rennie (helper) and Gordon
Peterson (helper); later replaced by Gary Rohrback.

The Longyear  44 was used to drill the first three holes
on the Bri Coal Licences (ie. BC-78-1, BC-78-2, BC-78-3).
These holes were located and drilled in areas accessible
by logging roads. Site preparation, drill moves and
site cleanup were undertaken and completed.,jby  P & P
Demeulemeester Ltd. using a D-7 Caterpillar tractor.
Reclamation was completed subsequent to site cleanup
by &ah Mines Ltd. personnel.

On August 5, 1978 a Longyear  38 diamond drilling rig,
previously stored at Hudson's Hope, was mobilized to
mile 26 landing on Canfor's  Johnson Creek Road for
movement by helicopter to site BC-78-4, south on
Dowling Creek. This drill move was accomplished using
an Associated Helicopters Ltd. Bell 212/15. The move
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from site SC-78-4 to site BC-78-5, further south on
Dowling Creek, was accomplished using an Okanagan
Helicopter Bell 205. Maple Leaf Helicopters Ltd.
supplied Bell 206 Jet Rangersfor daily crew changes
and the movement of supplies and drill core to and
from'the drill sites.

The slashing of drill sites BC-78-4 and BC-78-5r
preparatory to moving the drill in, was completed by
Norm Sawchuck  of North Star Fabricating and Contracting
Ltd.

The drill casings were left in the ground at sites
BC-78-4 and BC-78-5 so that these holes might be deepen-
ed in the future. X-78-5 required two grout plugs to
stem the flow of water and both holes were sealed with
valved caps. The planned diamond drilling program on
the Bri Coal licences  was completed on August 29, 1978
and the drilling rig and related equipment were removed
from the property, again using an Okanagan Helicopters
Bell 205.

In total, 1829.1 metres of diamond drilling were com-
pleted in five holes. The core was logged by R.B.
Anderson and A.T. Armstrong of Utah Mines Ltd., Vancouver,
B.C. (descriptive lithologic logs are bound in this report
as appendix i ; graphic lithologic logs are included
in the map pocket). Mechanical logs consisting of ganuna-
ray and density logs were run in each hole by Utah Mines
Ltd. personnel using a Gearhart-Owen, Model 06-3200
Widco Logger and a combination down hole tool (geophysical
logs are included in the map pocket).
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Forty-one samples were taken from the core recovered
from these five holes. The samples were submitted for
analysis to the Utah International Inc. Minerals Lab-
oratory at 1190 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, California,
94086. Tests were performed on each sample using pro-
cedures outlined in the laboratory flow chart on the
following page (table 1 ). On completion of the 1978
field program, the core was shipped to the Charlie Lake
core storage facility of the British Columbia Ministry
of Mines and Petroleum Resources.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The Bri Coal Property is situated toward the eastern margin
of the Rocky Mountain Foothills. (See Map, figure 4, page13)
Folding and faulting in the area is much less pronounced than
that found further to the west but is certainly distinctly
different from the gently dipping formations of the Alberta
Plateau to the east. Major fold axes and thrust faults
trend in a northerly to northwesterly direction with thrusts
dipping to the southwest. Bedrock structure and lithology
is commonly reflected by the topography.

Topographic relief in the immediate area of the Bri Coal
Property is moderate. The lowest elevations, found in creek‘
valleys, are in the order of 600 metres above sea level while
the elevations of the hills and ridges rarely exceed 1200
metres above sea level. Creek valleys range in form from the
deeply incised canyon of Gething Creek below its confluence
with Dowling Creek to the broad, gravel flooreJ  valley of
Dowling Creek above this confluence. In areas of thick till
cover, creeks have cut rapidly through the overburden to
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F L O W  C H A R T FOR A N A L Y S I S
OF

D I A M O N D D R I L L HOLE S A M P L E S

AIR DRIED

,,l) CRUSH 3/an
2) CRUSH 3/8"
3) WEIGH TOTAL INCOMIN<SAMPLE

SPLIT -1000 GRAMS 'I SPLIT SMALL AMOUNT FOR RUN

I
WASH (1.4 SPE?IFIC  GRAVITY)

1.4 FLOAT 1.4 SINK

1) AIR DRY 1) ,AIR DRY
2) WEIGH SAMPLE* 2) WEIGH SAMPLE*
3) PULVERIZE (60 MESH) 3) PULVERIZE (60 MESH)\

--./ /
4) MAKE BRI COAL SAMPLE & DUPLICATE SAMPLE
5) RUN ASSAYS

a) FSI
b) %MOISTURB
c) %ASH
d) %SULPHUR
e) %VOLATILE  MATTER

EXCESS SAMPLE OF YINP  (R.O.M.) SAMPL.E HEAD (k.0.M.)
FOR STORAGE - 1000 GRAMS

1) PULVERIZE 60 MESH
2) MAKE BRI COAL

SAMPLE  & DUPLICATE
3) RUM ASSAYS

a) FSI
b) %MOISTURE
c) %ASH
d) %SULPHUR
e) %VOLATILE

MATTER

*NEIGHT  RECOVERY OF COAL INSIDE SAMPLE

TABLE - I
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bedrock, leaving steep, slide prone valley walls. Hill tops
and ridge crests are broad and rounded and dip slope surface
are common.

GEOLOGY

General and Local Geology

The Bri Coal Property is underlain by folded rocks of Lower
Cretaceous age. (See table 2, page 14) The eastern arm of
the horseshoe shaped licence  group straddles a synclinal
axis while the more westerly licences  iie between this
synclinal axis and an adjacent anticlinal axis, These
axes trend slightly west of north and plunge gently to the
south. Folding is broad and gentle with bedding dip angles
generally less than 15 degrees although several dip angles
greater than 15 degrees have been measured along Dowling
Creek. Significant faulting is not in evidence on the
property but numerous slip planes were observed in drill
core. These probably occurred as an accommodation of stresses
produced during folding. (See figure 5, page 16) -

Lower Cretaceous Bullhead Group and Fort St. John Group
sediments comprise the bedrock throughout the property.
Stott (1968, p.7) considers these two groups to form a
complete nonmarine to marine sequence.

The basal succession of Lower Cretaceous coal-bearing
sediments and massive conglomerates is included in the
Bullhead Group. The overlying Lower Cretaceous marine
sediments with tongues of carbonaceous, sandy sediments.
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( used m  this report)
s t o t t  1968 s t o t t 1968

Mlllkr 1961 Pine River Foothills Upper Peace  River F l y n n  1976

‘:
;;f?i

Dunvegon Fm. Dunvegon Fm.

E:: Dunvegan Fm.
3%

c5
Cruiser Fm. Cruiser Fm.

Cruiser Fm.

Goodrich Fm.

Goodrich Fm. Hosler Fm.
a 8
2L

Et
Younger

5
Hosler Fm. a Hasler  Fm. ”

,o
P 2

&
E ”

(3 I:
Hosler Fm.

. Boulder 2 Boulder
2 z 2 3

<
Creek

2
is ,’ Creek

Member

2 2
: v)

C o m m o t i o n  Fm g

s
Hulcross 2

ti Member

.t 5 H u l c r o s s

2
2

t ‘;, Member 2 ‘< Member

E II”
u E Gotes F m . 2 Gotes

6 G Member

& Moosebor Fm.
-_.

z
-I Moosebor Fm. Mcosebor Fm.

Moosebor Fm.

z
2 C o d o m i n  -Fm.  3

Fm. m
Codomin Fm.

Montieth

Fernie Group Minnes Group Minnes Group Minnes Group

Fernie Group Fernie Group
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0
are included in the Fort St. John Group. The lower
part of the sequence records widespread fluvial  con-
ditions that developed after initial deposition of
conglomeraticsediments. The upper part records the
complex intertonguing of marine transitional, and
flood plain environments along the coast-line of the
Early Cretaceous epicontinental sea.

This Lower Cretaceous sequence lies unconformably on strata
of the Lower Cretaceous and earlier, Minnes Group.

The change from the argillaceous recessive beds and fine-
grained  sandstone beds of the Minnes Group to the resistant
and prominent conglomeratic beds of the Cadomin Formation
(Stott, 1968, pp. 14-22) of the Bullhead Group is abrupt.'

0
In the general area of the Bri Coal Property, the Cadomin
Formation is most commonly a sequence of massive to coarsely
crossbedded, coarse-grained sandstone beds containing lenses
and bands of pebbles (Stott, 1968, pp. 14-22). The typical
massive conglomerate found south of Pine River does not appear
to be present in this area. The Cadomin Formation does not
outcrop on the Bri Coal Property but may be presumed to
underly the entire property at depth.

The oldest unit outcropping on the property is the Gething _
Formation. The character of the Gething Formation under-
lying the property is typical: as described by Irish, (1970,
p. 68) a sequence of "interbedded, grey-and buff-weathering,
medium-to fine-grained, grey to dark brown sandstone, grey
to black shales, dark siltstones and coal seams."

0
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These sediments represent deposition in an aggrading flood
plain environment. Some of the fine-grained sandstones may
represent bar finger and lev&e deposits and others may
represent flood plan splay deposits (Stott, 1968, p. 111).
Sedimentary features attributable to these types of deposits _
are present in drill core and outcrop on the Bri Coal
Property. Stott  (1968, p. 111) lists some of the features
found in sandstones: well sorted nature but often contain-
ing considerable matrix, festoon crossbeds, laminae of plant
debris and thin layers of silt and clay.

The finer silts and clays represent deposition from water in.
areas practically devoid of current on the flood plain proper
(stott, 1968, pa 112). They accumulated between the river
channels and the swamp and forest areas. The swamp and forest
areas are the source of the present coals and are thought to
be of several differing occurrences. stott, (1968, p. 112)
suggests some may have originated in abandoned river channels,
some paralleling major river channels and some on deltas.

Work by Stott (1969, p. 4) indicates a minimum thickness of
1600 feet for the Gething Formation in this area. The total
thickness approaches 1800 feet if a postulated fault is absent.
This formation contains the metallurgical grade coals which
are explored for throughout the Northeast Coal Block and are
the target of exploration activities on the Bri Coal Property.

The lower contact of the Gething Formation is placed at the
top of the uppermost thick conglomerates and coarse-grained
sandstones of the Cadomin Formation (Stott, 1969, p. 4)..
Irish, (1970, p. 68) has noted that, "in Peace River Canyon,
coarse sandstones of the Cadomin Formation grade laterally
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into interbedded coal, sandstone and shale of the Gething
Formation and therefore these formations are in part lateral
equivalents." Because of the close proximity of the Bri Coal
Property to Peace River Canyon, this form of contact relation-
ship may be assumed to occur underlying the property.

The Bullhead Group is overlain by marine sediments of the
Fort St. John Group. The Fort St. John Group in the Upper
Peace River area comprises, from oldest to youngest, the
Moosebar  Formation, the Gates Formation, the Hasler  Formation,
the Goodrich Formation and the Cruiser Formation. In the .I'.:'
immediate vicinity of the property, the Gates Formation re-
tains formation status whereas, in the Pine River area'it
is considered to be a member of the Commotion Formation
(Stott,  1968, pp. 65-77) (see table 2, page15). All forma-
tions of the Fort St. John Group are apparently represented
within the boundaries of the property, (Flynn, 1976; Muller,
1961; Stott, 1968) although only the Moosebar  Formation and
the Gates Formation were mapped during the 1978 field season.
With the exception of a small area to the west and northwest
which is underlain by Gething Formation sediments, the property .
is largely underlain by Fort St. John Group sediments.

The Moosebar  Formation of the Fort St. John Group directly
overlies.the  Gething Formation. Often a thin pebbly sand-
stone lies abruptly on carbonaceous Gething sediments and
the lower part of the Moosebar  Formation is typically strongly
glauconitic. D.D.H. BC-78-1 penetrated approximately 490
metres of Moosebar  sediments. Bedding dips in the area are
very shallow, therefore the apparent thickness closely
approximates the true thickness. No faulting was observed

0



in the drill core and the numerous slip surfaces present
would not provide significant thickening. Since the upper
contact with the Gates Formation was not precisely defined,
490 metres.represents  a minimum thickness at the drill site.
It also indicates a greater thickness than has been previously
described for the Moosebar  Formation (Stott, 1968, pp- 47-54).

The Moosebar  Formation consists mainly of dark.grey  to black,
rubbly to blocky shales. Ironstone concretions occur in bands
at various levels in the section. Toward the top of the
formation, the shales become gritty and thin beds of fine-
grained  sandstone and siltstone are present. Stott (1968,
p. 51) consider that the upper boundary with the Gates
Formation should be "drawn at the base of the first thick
succession of sandstone".

Sediments of the Gates Formation were penetrated at the top
of D.D.H. BC-78-1 and mapped along Johnson Creek Road east-
ward from this drill site. They consist of interbedded grey
to brownish-grey, often green weathering, fine-Trained  sand-
stone, dark grey shales,and  grey to brownish-grey siltstone.
Beds were observed ranging from a few centimetres to greater
than two metres in thickness. Formations overlying the Gates
Formation were not observed but occur at higher elevations
on the eastern licence  group. Here, the thickness of
sediments overlying the Gething Formation is too great to
warrant exploration for coal.
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DRILL HOLE DATA, DESCRIPTIONS AND ANALYTICAL DATA

D.D.H. BC-78-1'

Location: Adjacent to a logging access road approximately
500 metres south from mile 21.5 on Johnson Creek Road.
- McElhanney  coordinates: 6,201,2OOmN  x 546,280mE
- Coal Licence  No. 3654

Elevation: 815m

Orientation: vertical

.Date Collared: June 27, 1978

Date Completed: July 18, 1978

Overburden Depth: 7.62m

Casing Depth: 32.92m

Final Depth: 672.39m

Triconed in Bedrock: 61.87m

Formations Encountered: 0 to 7.62m  overburden
7.62m  to 90.7Om? Gates Fm,

90.70m?to  591.65m  Moosebar  Fm.
591.65m  to 672.39m  Gething Fm.

Coal Seams Sampled:

Sample No.
_ 1

2
.3

4
5
6
7

Comments :

Thickness
Seam Name Interval c o r e density log

594,18m  to 595.12% 0.94m
0.85m

0.98m
636.42m  to 637.27m
-641.79m to 642.28;

0.94m
O..49m

642.76m  to 643.46m
0.61.m

O-70m 0.58m
248.43m to 649.33% 0.9Om 0.94m
653.61m  to 654.1Osi 0.49m
66'8.76m  to 669.25m'

0.64m
0.49m 0.61m

-- -+L.--

Site DC-78-1  was cleaned up and the ground surface
recontoured on July 20, 1978. The disturbed area was sown

0
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with the grass seed mixture recommended by the Reclamation
Branch of the British Columbia Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Resources for forested areas in the Northeast Coal. Block
on,July  29, 1978.

. -

Below 7.62 metresof  overburden, D.D.H. BC-78-1 penetrated '~
584.3 metres of Fort St. John Group marine sediments. These.
sediments included 83.08 metres of often carbonaceous inter-
bedded fine-grained, light to medium grey sandstones. medium
grey siltstones and dark grey mudstones assigned to the
Gates Formation. Bedding angles to the core axis of 7$O
and 85O were noted.

The Gates Formation overlies 500.95 metres of dark grey
shales of the Moosebar  Formation. In the upper part of .
the Moosebar  Formation the shales tend to be silty and
contain thin beds of siltstone and very fine-grained sandstone.
Slickensided slip planes are common throughout the formation.
Fracturing is platy to concoidal, producing blocky fragments
which break into finer and finer pieces as the shale de-
hydrates. Several thin bentonitic ash bands were observed.
In the lower part of the formation, pyrite replaced organic
debris and pyrite nodules were noted. The contact of the
Moosebar  Formation shales with the underlying Gething -
Formation of the Bullhead Group is abrupt and distinct.

The Gething Formation was encountered at 591.65 metres
below the surface and the upper 80.74 metres of the formation
were cored. The sediments encountered are. typical of the
formation. These include interbedded and irtsrlaminated
fine-to medium-grained, light to 1 '-ight medlum  grey sandstones,
medium grey siltstones dark grey mudstones and coal,
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The sandstones are commonly thin bedded and crossbedded and
have carbonaceous debris on bedding surfaces. Some contain
mudstone  laminations and clasts and coal streaks and some
display  normal graded bedding. Mudstones are most often _
dark grey in‘ colour and homogeneous in appearance. Variable
amounts of silt may be present. Many, particularly those in
contact with coal are black and coal streaked and contain
carbonaceous plant debris. Load casts and wormburrows are
present in some mudstones. Silt&ones, ranging from sandy
siltstone to muddy siltstone, display the sedimentary features
of both sandstones and mu&tones. Very fine bedding and
crossbedding and bioturbation and worm burrows are very common.
Bedding varies from regular and planar to disturbed and
convoluted. Composition is widely variable; thus the colour
an'd texture are widely variable. Siltstone is often in&-
laminated with mudstone  producing a distinctive light to'
dark banded rock.

Bedding encountered in the Gething sediments ranges in
orientation from 75O to 85O to the vertical core axis, with
80° being the most common orientation. This conforms well.
with bedrock dips measured on outcrop in the area. Fracturing
is of minor importance but was noted in several beds accoy
mpanied by fine calcite veining.

Sixteen coal seams were intersected in D.D.H. BC-78-l. Re-
covery of coal core was generally good although grinding of
the upper contact occurred in several seams and parts of
seams were recovered as fine fragments. Seam thicknesses
ranged from 0.015 metres to 0.9.4 metres. Seven samples were
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taken of seams greater than 0.49 metres in thickness. Sample
NO. 2 comprises two seams of 0.52 metres and 0.27 metres -
separated by an 0.06 metre split. Three seams were, in
part, composed of bone coal but, in general, the coals were
bright and black. They often displayed bandinq of vitrain -_ :
and durain components and were often strongly cleated.
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jiuilple
NO Deoth--_1- a -

l 1949.4

2 2088.0

e4 2105.6

5 2127.4

6 2144.4

7 _. 2194.1

BRI COAL - DOWLTNG  CREEK

Hole DC-78-L

Head Anal.yses

Air Dry Basis Moisture Free B&-s

Graw
T h i c k n e s sReceived % H20 m gs- J4Jl % - -,Btu FSI zd!&  _ - --x.5 % VM ?5 FC i!L!- -

3.1 JJh" 3475 1.08 31.56 0.63 20.90 46.46 10170 6 l/2 31.90 D.64 21.13 46.97 10281

2.8 .B'ie 3441 1.04 45.24 0.43 17.87 35.85 7594 1, 45.71 0.43 18.06 36.23 7674

3.9 ~~~~~?* 2865 0.87 11.11 0.62 25.55 62.47 13519 9 11.21 0.63 25.77 63.02 13638

2.95 .y* 3220 1,07 6.84 0.82 22.71 69.38 14214 8 6.91 0.83 22.96 70.13 14368
b\51

1.6 *.+v 1092 0.,98 20.94 0.86 20.40 57,68 11063 6 l/2 21.15 0.87 20.60 58.25 11745,
79  40

1.6 'yy 1585 0,93 6.40 1.10 21.45 71.22 14281 6 6.46 1.11 21.65 71.89 14415



roduct
and

2. Gr. % Weight

ample #6 3/8" x 0

.400 F 66.77
,400 s 33.23
'otal 100.00.

ample i17 3/8" r2

.400 F 92.71
,400 s 7.29
Otzll 100.00 )

BRI COAL - DOWLING CREEK
Hole BC-78-1

Single Gravity Tests

Moisture Free Basis
Elementary Data % Distribution

FSI 5 Ash % s % vi4- .---

8 3.91 1.08 22.87 73.22 15009 11.98 80.65 74.13 84.86 84.71
1 57.71 0.52 16.04 26.25 5443 88.02 19.35 25.87 15.14 15.29

21.79 0.89 20.60 57.61 11831 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

6 4.79 1.05 21.79
3 l/2 31.74 1.82 18.72

6.75 1.11 21.57

>.

. .

% PC ntu AS11 s. WI- - - - FC __l3t.u-

73.42 14707 65.74 87.97 93.67 94.96 94.87
49.54. 10109 34.26 12.03 6.33 5.04 5.13
71.68 14372 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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D.D.H. BC-78-2

Location: At approximately mile 24.5 on Johnson Creek Road
on the road right-of-way.
1 M-cElhanney  coordinates: 6,203,4261nN  x 544,580mE

- Coal Licence  No. 3646

Elevation: 75 8m

Orientation: Vertical

Date Collared: July 21, 1978

Date Completed: July 27, 197%

Overburden Depth: 7.62m

Casing Depth: 29.87m

Final Depth: 343.2m

Triconed in Bedrock: 7.62m  to 101.5m

Formations Encountered: 0 to 7.62m Overburden
7.62111  to 274.02m Moosebar Fm

274.02m  to 343.20m Gething Fm

Coal Seams Sampled:

Thickness
Sample No. Seam Name I n t e r v a l core density li

8 275.3!3m  to iik.ism 0.46m 0.61m
9 302.06m  to 3Q2.85m 0.79m 0.76m

10 320.38m  to 320.84m 0.46m 0.49m
11 321.99m  to 322.48m 0.49m 0.55m

Co~E??e??ts : Drill site DC-72-2 v:as cleaned up and the ground
surface was recontoured on July 29, 1978. The site was.then
sown with the grass seed mixture recommended by the Reclamation
Branch of the British Columbia Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Resources for forested areas of the Northeast Coal Block.
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The Lower Cretaceous  Moosebar  Formation was encountered
below 7.62 metres of overburden. An interval of 93.88 metres
of the formation, to a depth of 101.5 metres below the collar
was penetrated using tricone drilling equipment. -No core was
recovered. Below this, a further 172.52 metres of the
Moosebar  Formation was cored.

The cored sediments are typical of the lower part of the
Moosebar  Formation. They are entirely dark grey to black
massive shales which disintegrate to fine blocky fragments
as the rock dehydrates. Pyrite nodules are common and range
up to 0.01 metres in diameter toward the base. O c c a s i o n a l
layers of sideritic concretions are present up to 0.15 metres
thick. The shales are strongly glauconitic and green in
colour toward the base where they grade to coarse-grained.
sandstone over an 0.15 metre interval. -.

- _

0

Cl

The upper contact of the Gethcng  Formation was encountered
at 274.02 metres below the collar. The upper.part  of the
formation was cored over 69.18 metres to a depth of 343.28
metres. The formation comprises an interbedded and inter- _
laminated non-marine, flood plain sequences of sandstones,~
siltstones, and mudstones containing numerous coal seams-

The sandstone beds are generally light to medium grey in
colour but, may be darker where silt or mud is present- Host ~~
are fine- to medium-grained and display.thin  bedding and fine
crossbedding. One thick sandstone bed, thought to represent
a channel deposit, is coarse-grained, coarsely bedded and
crossbedded and contains mud clasts and irregular coal streaks-
The mudstdne laminations and beds most often are grey to
black, massive and homogeneous. Some are coal streaked and
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some contain thin laminae and lenses of siltstone. Siltstones
ranging from sandy siltstone to muddy siltstone vary widely
in colour  and character depending on their composition. They
are thinly laminated and often finely crossbedded. Laminations
range from well defined and planar to strongly disturbed and
convolute. Worm burrows are common in the finer sediments
and carbonaceous plant debris occurs throughout the formation,
Several surfaces displaying scouring or load casts were noted,

Bedding ranges 'in orientation from 75O to 800 to the vertical
core axis. Individual orientations of 60" and 70p were noted
but, probably represent surfaces of large scale crossbeds
or foreset  beds. Minor faults were noted at 299.56 metres and
307.24 metres below the collar.

Fourteen coal seams were intersected in D.D.H. BC-78-2,
ranging in thickness from 0.03 metres to 0.79 metres. Four
seams greater than 0.45 metres in thickness were sampled and
submitted for analysis. Coal recovery was generally good
with loss restricted to the upper contact areas and some
strongly fragmented areas. The coals were widely variable
in character. Luster ranged from dull to bright with one
seam having a .&metallic appearance. Colour  ranged from
dark brownish grey to black. Fine-grained pyrite was noted
in several seams and several seams displayed variable banding
and cleat development.
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S&le
No . Depth

6 903.3

9 991 .o

1 0 1051.1

11 1056.4

BRI COAL - DOWLING CREEK
Hole BC-78-2

Head Analy~

Air 01-y Basis Moisture Free Basis

GlYllllS
Thickness. Received % H20 m _ ~%S %W % Btu fsJ f/, u yoJ X Btlj

73s4
1.5 1360 0.80 12.50 4.53 28.19 58.51 13281 8 l/2 12.60 4.57 28.42 58.98 1338:

2.6 2040 1.10 24.52 0.60 21.19 53.19 ?;?I:7 5 l/2 24.79 0.61 '21.43 53.78 i119C
b'J.03

1.5 1117 O.DG 22.71 0.57 24.97 51.46 11157 2 l/2 22.91 0.57 25.19 51.90 11254
12.lb

1.6 1227 0.96 13.31 0.68 25.58 60.15 13087 9 13.44 0.69 25.83 60.73 1321t

I
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I
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D-D-H. BC-78-3

IO

Location: Within a logging landing approximately 200111 west
from mile 27.5 on Johnson Creek Road.
- McElhanney  coordinates: 6,205,57OmN  x 543,060mE
- Coal Licence  No. 3645

Elevation: 818m

Orientation: Vertical

:
-

Date Collared: July 30, 1978

Date Completed:
~. .

August 3, 1978

Overburden Depth:. 44.20m

Casing Depth: 42.98m

Final Depth: 236.52m

Formations Encountered: 0 to 44.20m Overburden
44.20111 to 236.52m Gething Fm.

Coal Seams Sampled:

Sample No.

12
22
23
13
14
15

I!

6
7-1
7-2

t
8-l

18-2
19
20
21

Thickness
Seam Name Interval core density log

61.68m  to 62.0m 0.32m 0,61m
79.28m  to 79.86m 0.58m 0.88m
91.01m  to 91.63m 0.62m 0.61m.~
97.84m  t o  98.25m  0.4lm 0.49m

112.26m  to 112.82m  0.56m 0.55m.
130.58m  to 131.37m  0'.79m 0.79mc
144.05m  to 144.54m  0.49m 0.49m
165.75m  to 165.83m  0.08m 1.19m.
165.92m  to 166.64m  0.72m l-19m'-
174.32m  to 174.53m  0.21m 0.15m
174.83m  to 175.62m  0.79m 0.70m
211.41m  to 212.0m 0.59m 0.67m
216.50m  to 216.99m  0,49m 0.37m

224.41m  to 225.02m  0.61m 0.55m
_.- .--.
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Comments: Site X-78-3 was cleaned up and recontoured on
Oct. 1, 1978.  On Oct. 2, 1978 the site was sown with the
grass seed mixture recommended by the Reclamation Branch
of the British Columbia Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Resources for forested-areas of the Northeast Coal Block,

In D.D.H. BC-78-3, sediments of the Gething Formation were
encountered beneath 44.20 metres of overburden. The formation
was cored from 44.20 metres to 236.52 metres below the collar,
Throughout this interval, a sequence of interbedded and
interlaminated sandstones, siltstones, mudstones and coal
seams typical of non-marine flood plain deposition, was
penetrated.

The sandstone beds encountered in D.D.H. BC-78-3 are only a
small component of the sedimentary sequence. Most are
fine-grain&, light grey, thinly bedded and finely crossbedded.
Mud clasts and carbonaceous plant debris are present in some
sandstone units. Thin sandstone laminations often occur
interlaminated with mudstone  and siltstone and.sand  occurs
as a minor component in other sediments.

Most of the sediments encountered in D-D-H. BC-78-3 are
siltstones and mudstones or combinations of the two.
Mudstones are dark grey to black, generally massive and
homogeneous. They often contain carbonaceous plant debris
and may be coal streaked near coal seams- Siltstones are
widely variable in colour  from light grey to dark grey. They
are thin bedded and many display fine complex crossbedding-

-
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Bedding in the upper part of the hole ranges in orientation
from 70° to 76' to the vertical core axis. Toward the
bottom of the hole, bedding orientation flattens to 77O to'82“
to the .vertical  core axis. This change in orientation may
be'structurally  produced or may be the result of slight _
bending of the drill hole toward an orientation perpendicular
to the bedding.

A total of 36 coal seams were cored. Of these, 14 samples
were taken comprising.17 seams. Most samples were of seams
greater than 0.49 metres in thickness but samples of several
thinner seams were taken where these form a part of a split
seam or where the density log indicated a seam thickness
substantially greater than that measured from drill core.

Recovery of coal core was generally good but recoveries‘
as low as 10% were recorded. Most coals are bright-and
black. Some seams exhibit banding of bright and dull coals
and a few seams are largely composed of dull and dirty coal,
Samples 17.2, 21 and 22 are each composed of two coal. seams
separated by a thin mudstone  split.
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BRI COAL'- DOWLING CREEK

I
0" '.

I

FIole BC-78-3
Head Analyses

Air Dry Basis Moisture Free Basis

Stimpl e
NO.

i2
i 3

1 4

'5 :
1 6

17 '

18"

19

2 0
21

2 2

2 3

Thickness
Grams

Received

202.35 1.05 1304
321.0 1.35 1372
368.3 1.85 970
428.4 2.60 1926

472.6 1.60 984
543.8 2.60 2904

571.9 3.30 5580
693.6 1,95 1951

710,3 1 , 4 i.... 675

736.25 2.0', 975

260.1 1,9 1917

298,6 2,05 1287

2 H20 &4sJ

1.37 24.64
1.30 7.24
1.32 7.71
1,60 4.90
1.12 3:57

I.19 14.70
1.43 10.64

1.35 9.06

1.21 3.54
0.90 20.28
0.87 26‘30

0.'81 21.03
.'

G j&t E

0.89 20.90 53.09
0.79 19.56 71.90
0.76 20.86 70.11
0.91 i9.09 74.41
1.27 19.61 75.70
0.78 23.42 60.69
0.67 20.30 67;63

0.71 20.90 6i.69

0.78 18.50 76.75
0,89 25.15 53.67
2.78 30,ll 42.64

0.90 29.41 48,75

JLZ-Yd VM X ot
0.90 21.19 53.83 1144
0.80 '19.82 72.85. 1423
0.77 21.14 71.05 1408
0.92 19.40 75.62 1451
1.28 19.83 76.56 1478
0.79 23.70 61.42 1252
0.68 20.60 68.61 1334
0.72 21.19 G9.G3 1360
0.79 18.73 77.69 1493
0.90 25.38 .54.16 1109
2.80 30.37 43.02 996
0.91 29.65 49.15 1108

* 2225 grams of sil'cstone removed from drill core leaving 33513 grams of coal. S+iItstone was one foot'in  length,
I
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D.D.H. DC-78-4

Location: Approximately 300 metres west from a point on
Dowling ,Creek 2700 metres southwesterly from the confluence
of Gething .and Dowling Creeks.
- McElhanney  coordinates: 6,201,65Om  x 540,940mE
- Coal Licence  No. 3650__... .-. ~, _

Elevation: 752m

Orientation: Vertical

Date Collared: August 9, 1978

Date Completed: August 16, 1978

Overburden Depth: 47.85m

Casing Depth: 47.85m

Final Depth: 300.84m

Formations Encountered: 0 to 47.85m Overburden
47.85m  to 168.52m Moosebar  Fm
168.52m to 300.84m Gething Fm

Coal Seams Sampled:

Sample No. Seam Name

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Thickness
Interval core density log

181.36m  to 183.19m  1.83m 1.83m-S
198.70m  to 199.34m  0.64m 0.67m
211.07m  to 212.01m  0.94m 1.13m.T
213.76m  to 214.49m  0.73m l-07mT
229.76m  to 232.11m  2,35m 2.16m
250.38m  to 251.77m  1.39m 1,68m
280.48m  to 281.55m  1.07m 1.28m  ..
293.28m  to 293.83m  0.55m 0.61m
294.74m  to 295.84m  l.lOm 0.70m
297.33m  to 297.94m  0.61m 0.67m
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Comments: D.D.H. BC-IS-4 was drilled at a.slashed  helicopter
accessible site approximately 50m x 1OOm in size. Felled
trees were limbed and bucked into short lengths to conform .'
to B.ritish  Columbia Forest Service standards and the site
was cleaned up on completion of the drilling. Since it was
considered probable that tbis hole would be deepened in the '
future , the casing was left in the ground and capped and
the hand-dug mud sump was left open.

Overburden depth at site Bc-78-4  is 47.85 metres." Below the
overburden, 120.67 metres of the Moosebar  Formation was -~
penetrated to a depth of 168.52 metres. The formation is
largely dark grey to black,, homogeneous mudstone. This
mudstone  disintegrates to fine'blocky  fragments as it dehydrates-
In places the mudstone  contains a minor silt component.
Glauconite and pyrite replaced organic debris occur toward
the base of the formation and at the base, silty mudstone
grades downward to a pebble rich sandy mudstone. '~,

Below the Moosebar  Formation, 120.32 metres of the Gething
Formation was cored, to a (depth of 300.84 metres. The
Gething Formation comprise!s  a carbonaceous,'non-marine  flood
plain sedimentary sequence. Sandstones, siltstones,
mudstones and coal seams oiccur interbedded and interlaminated. I

Grain size of the sandstonNe  units encountered in D.D.H. BC-78-4.
ranges fro,n fine to coarse. In some units, bedding is graded,~
in some, grain size is uniform with individual laminations
definedby carbonacen*us  de:bris on the bedding surfaces and in
some* adjacent laminations are of different grain size. Most

,,j
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sandstones are light grey but may be darker if silt or mud
is present. Bedding is often well defined and planar but
may also be wavy, crossbedded, distorted or convolute, :
Carbonaceous plant debris and coal clasts are common.

.

Mudstones are dark grey to black and generally homogeneous.
Silt is often present as a minor component either dispersed .
throughout or as thin laminations and lenses. Mudstone  and-
siltstone often form finely interlaminated sequences while -..
discrete siltstone beds are rare. Intexlaminated  siltstone
and mudstone  units display various styles of crossbedding,
planar to disturbed or convol.ute  bedding, worm burrows.
scour channels and load casts.

'D.D.H.  BC-78-4 intersected 25 coal seams within the Gething
Formation. Ten samples, which included twelve of these
seams were taken for analyses. Sample No. 25 included two
coal seams of 0.08 metres and 0.55 metres in thickness,
separated by a 0.03 metre sandstone split. Samile  No. 26
included two coal seams of 0.52 metres and 0.35 metres in
thickness, separated by a 0.06 metre sandstone split.
Sample No. 29 contained a 0.06 metre bentonite split and
Sample No. 31 contained a thin shale split. The coal seams
varied considerably in character from largely durain to
largely vitrain with many seams being banded. Sample No. 32
contained an upper bench of submetallic boney coal. Cleat
was well developed in some seams.. Recovery of coal core
was generally good although a few seams were badly crushed
and recovery was minimal.
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BRI COAL - DOWLING CREEK

Hole BC-78-4

t-lead Analyses-

Air Dry Basis Moisture Free %isis

Saxpie Gmnis
No . ckJ* Thickness Received % H20 $Jg G p/J s-G~-?.-.Btu FSI m u -% vi4 CF& &I

8312
2 4 595.0 6.0 5002 1.18 2.21 0.69 24.47 72.14 14869 7 l/2 2.24 0.70 24.76 73.00 15047

419'4
25 651.9 2.1 2718 1.13 39.81' 0.53 18.45 40.61 8622 2 40.26 0.54 18.66 41.08 8721

2 6 692.5 3.1 2831 0.87 26.78 0.72 23.05 49.30 %?8 8 l/2 27.02 '0.73 23.25 49.73 10863

27 701.3 2.4 1553 0.81 5.21 0.86 25.93 68.05 le4"i 8 l/2 5.25 0.87 26.14 68.61 14640
bf58 . %..

2 8 753.8 7.7, 7913 1.09 25.12 0.55 19.62 54.17 11076 1 l/2 25.40 0.56 19.84 54.76 111.98
7062

29 821.45 4.55 4898 0.88 15.18 0.75 21,66 62.28 12594. 4 l/2 15'.32 0.76 21.85 62.83 12706

3 0 920.2 3.5 3906 0.78 12.20 0.84 27.14, 59.88 ?3?l% '9 12.30 0.85 27.35 60.35 13275

31 '962.2 1.8 1870 0.81 4.77 0.98 23.45 76.97 0.99 23.64 71.55 14693

32. 96j.o 3'.6 5195

'!I?;, 7 l/2 4.81

0.45 13.16 36.65 73571.02 49,68 0.45 13,02 36.28 7282 ,l l/2 50.19

33 975.5 290 ,I682 1, 0,79 15.34'; D,74 17.94 65,93 ,&;::;',,2 15.46 0,75 18.08 66.46 12926
, :. ,' ',;
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0 D.D.H. BC-78-5

0

Location: Approximately 100 metres west from a point on
Dowling Creek, 7650 metres south-southwesterly from the
confluence.of  Dowling and Gething Creeks.
- McElh.anney  coordinates: 6,197,065mN  x 539,200mE
-'Coal Licence  No. 3654

Elevation: 828m

Orientation: Vertical

Date Collared: August 23, 1978

Date Completed: August 29, 1978

Overburden Depth: 22.56m

Casing Depth: 22.56m

Final Depth: 276.15m

Formations Encountered:
.t

. . Coal Seams Sampled:

.

Sample No, Seam Name

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

0 to 22.56m Overburden
22.56m  to 276.15m Gething Fm

Interval

44.84m  to 45.63m 0.79m
47.95m  to 48.86m 0.91m
60.08m  to 60.69m 0.61m

192.33m  to 193.00m 0.67m
.?!2~.8lm to 223.60m 0.79m
2.65.9lm  to 266.2Sm 0.34m
266.40m  to 266.67m 0.27m
272.64m  to 273.13m O-49m

Thickness
core " density log

0.73m
0.67m
0.61m
0.67m
0.85m
0.46m
0.15m
0.49m

Comments: D.D.B. BC-78-5 was drilled at a slashed helicopter
accessible site approximately 35m x 140m in size, Felled
trees were limbed and bucked into short lengths to conform

.

0
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to British Columbia Forest Service standards and the site
was cleaned up on completion of the drilling. Since it was
considered probable.that  this hole wouid  be deepened in
the future, the casing was left in the ground and capped
and the hand-dug mud sump .was  left open. A significant -
flow of water was encounted while drilling this hole, Two
grout plugs were installed to stem the flow.

The Gething Formation was encountered below the overburden
at a depth of 22.56 metres. The formation ~was cored for
253.59 metres to,a depth of 276.15 metres, where the hole
was stopped. The drilling encountered a sequence of-non-
marine, flood plain sediments composed of often carbonaceous~
sandstones, siltstones and mudstones with interbedded coal

(3  seams.

Sandstone forms a very prominent component of the sedimentary
sequence encountered in D.D.H. BC-78-5. Discrete sandstone
units comprise 69.82 metres of the cored section. Sandstone
also commonly occurs interlaminated with siltstone and mud-
stone. Two distinct types of sandstone are present and
several sandstone units display characteristics of each type-

Most sandstone units are fine- to medium-grained and light
to light medium grey. Bedding is generally-thin and ranges
in form from planar to convolute. Crossbedding is common
and graded bedding occurs occasionally. Bedding is often .
defined by carbonaceous debris on the bedding surfaces. These
sandstones are thought to originate as bar finger sands,
lev&,deposits  or flood plain splay deposits-
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Four sandstone units were cored which probably originated
as river channel deposits. They are light grey to white
ana  composed of coarse-grained, well sorted sand. Beading
is coarse to massive with crude grading present in some .
beds. Mud clasts, mud laminations, coal clasts and carbonaceous
debris are common. Three of these sandstone units form abrupt
irregul.ar  contacts with underlying coal seams and two contain
numerous pebble bands and conglomeratic beds. Several other
sandstone units have features common to these high energy
river deposits, but also have features found in lower  energy
environments. They may represent channel deposits in a part'
of a river having a very low stream gradient.

Siltstone and mudstone  occur as discrete units, as inter-
laminated sequences occasionally with associated sandstone
laminations and as mixtures of varying composition. The
mudstones are dark grey to black and often contain abundant
carbonaceous plant debris. Siltstones vary from light medium
to dark medium grey depending on the matrix composition and
content. Bedding ranges from planar to convolute. Cross-
bedding of various styles is common as are ripple marks,
worm burrows, small scale, scour channels and load casts.
These sediments represent deposition froni water under low
energy or stagnant conditions.

Twenty-six coal seams ranging from 0.06 metres to 0.91 metres
in thickness were cored in D.D.H. BC-78-5. Of these, eight
seams were removed for analysis. The coals encountered were
generally bright, black, vitrain rich and well cleated. Some
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seams displayed banding produced by alternating layers
and lenses of vitrain and durain coals. Fine-grained pyrite
was noted in Sample No. 35. Seven of the coal seams en-
countered .were  capped by carbonaceous and coal streaked
sandstones. These sands undoubtedly removed organic material
by scouring and channeling during deposition and thereby -
reduced the coal thickness locally. Coal core recovery was
often very poor in this hole. Water invasion was a major ~~

problem and caused continuous dilution of the drilling mud-'
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Sai!iple
tie. DeiltJ

3 4 147.1

35' 157.3

36. 197.1

3 7 ,631,O

3 8 731.0

39 872.4

4 0 874.0

41 894.5

BRI COAL - OOWLING CREEK

Hole BC-78-5

Head Analyses

Thickness

2.6

3:o

2.0.

2.2,

2.6

1,l

0.9

1,6

Gram
Received % Hz0 u % '/,'  u & fsJ

$052
1164 1.22 A.10 0.77 21.88 72.80 14536 1

0.97'
lo.1 55

1661 20.17 0.72 27.51 51.35' 11076 1
@? 3.

782 1.68 13.56 0.91 22.41 62,.35 12578 1. . .

1986 0.88 42.58 0.59 13.21 43.33 z? . 1
3050

2920 1.04 4.48 0.63 17.14 T7.34 14532 1

1592 0.58 ' 45.31 0.4.7 11.87 42.24 '?&?3 1
7ru97

266 0,70 7.78 0.75 22.45 69.07 13843 4

1312 0.55 47.93 ,. d.52 12.98 38954 4371 7861 3 l/2

_

. .
. .

tioisture Free Basis

X XL----x \‘K 2 FC tu
4.15 0.78 22.15 73.70 14716

20.37 0.73 27.78 51.85 11184

13.79 0.93 22.79 63.42 12793

42.96 0,60 13.33 43.71 8506

4.53 0.64 17.32 78.15 14695

45.57 0.47 11.94 42.49 8276

7.83 0.76 22.61 69.56 13941

48.20 0.52 13.05 30.75 7904





CORRELATION OF COAL SEAMS

The contact between the Moosebar  Formation and the Gething
Formation forms the most precisely correlatable horizon
on the..Bri  Coal Property. The change in rock types from

-black marine shales of the Moosebar  Formation to the
mixed alluvial sediments of the Gething Formation is
easily recognized. Diamond drill holes BC-78-l,.BC-78-2
and BC-78-4 each penetrated this contact and therefooTer
the.Gething'sediments  encountered in each of these holes '_
represent a segment of the Gething Formation from the

top downward.

The sediments penetrated in diamond drill holes SC-78-3 .-
and BC-78-5 must necessarily represent segments of the

',Gething  Formation lover in the section as the upper
contact of the Gething Formation with the overlying
Moosebar  Formation was not encountered. The sedimentary
sequence cored in D.D.H. BC-78-3 is thought to be from
the m.iddle  part of the Gething Formation with the top of
cored sequence occurring approximately 145 metres
stratigraphically below the Gething-Moosebar contact.
The ground location of the drill site between the mapped
contacts of the Gething Formation with the underlying

Cadomin Formation and the overlying'Moosebar  Formation
also indicates a mid-section position for this sequence,

The sedimentary sequence cored in D.D.H. BC-78-5 is
thought to be an upper to middle segment of the Gething
Formation beginning approximately 107 metres below the
Gething-Moosebar contact. Samples 34 and 35 taken at
the top of this section have been tentatively correlated with
the "Little Mogul" and "Mogul" seams resp=ctively.
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Extensive channel sand deposition at site BC-78-5 has
undoubtedly disrupted coal swamp deposition resulting
in a coal depleted stratigraphic section.

Seam names have been assigned to many of the coal seams
sampled but in some cases these must be considered rather
speculative. These names are included with drill hole
data and have been applied to the Bri Coal Correlation
Chart (included in the map pocket) and the chart entitled
Tentative Coal Seam Correlation Between Bri Coal Drill
Holes and Measured Sections (included in the map pocket).

In the Peace River Area, where coal seams are considered
to be highly variable in thickness and discontinuous in
extent, the sizeable  distance between drill holes pre-

eludes positive correlation of coal seams. Many thin
seams were not sampled and some of these may represent
the thinning edges of seams that are more prominent else-
where. The general character of the sedimentary section
encountered in each drill hole is somewhat variable and
in D.D.H. BC-78-5 is distinctly different from the other
sections. Analytical data and mechanical logs aid in
the correlation of some seams and indicate possible
problems with other correlations. Further drilling will
undoubtedly provide additional information which will
permit more positive correlation of coal seams underlying
the Bri Coal Property.
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Cl CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

‘(3

The western and northern coal licences of the Bri Coal Property
have the greatest potential for producing economically mineable
coal. The great thickness of Fort St. John Group massive
sediments overlying the Gething Formation on the eastern coal
licences and the irregular configuration and limited area1 -~
extent of these licences makes further expenditures on work in
this area unattractive. ;..

Coals occurring near the top of the Gething section have .~
potential as medium~volatile~,~low  sulphur coking coals. .The ~.
"Superior", "Trojan", "Titan", "Falls" and "Gething" seams
occur in this segment of the Gething section. F.S.I,  -values
range from one to nine with 13 samples having values- greater
than 5%. Ash content is often high but a 1.4 S.G. float
separation give an acceptable product. B.T.U. values for the
1.4 S.G. float samples range from 14,275 BTU/lb. to 15153 _
BTU/lb. and only three samples produced sulphur, concentrations
greater than one percent. Further drilling through the Gething-
Moosebar  contact'into the upper part of the Gething Formation
would facilitate bettter correlation of these seams and pro-
vide additional samples for analysis.

Interpretation of field work and diamond drilling data indicates
that the Gething-Moosebar contact lies a substantial distance
east of its previously plotted position. In D.D.H. BC-78-5,
bedding dip angles of approximately 30° and the tentative ..
correlation of the uppermost coal seams with the "Little
Mogul" and "Mogul" seams suggests that the Gething-Moosebar
contact could lie as much as 250 metres to the east of this
site. The projection of the Gething-Moosebar contact (assum-
ing a continuous bedding dip angle of 20° to the east-southeast)
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brings this contact to the bedrock-overburden interface
approximately 360 metres to the west-northwest of D.D.H,
K-78-4 and approximately 1000 metres east of the previously
plotted location. Additional drilling, through the Gething-
Moosebar  contact in the areas between D.D.H. BC-78-4 and
D.D.H. BC-78-5 and to the north and west of D.D.H. BC-78-4 is
of particular importance both in defining this contact and
providing additional data on the character and extent of the
coal seams in the upper part of the Gething Formation under-
lying the property.

Additional geological mapping is also recommended on the Bri
Coal. Property. Mapping of the valleys of creeks flowing west-
ward into Dowling Creek and the slopes to the east of Dowling
Creek might aid in establishing more precisely  the Gething-
Moosebar  contact. Detailed mapping in the canyons of Track
Creek, Gething Creek and Gaylard  Creek would facilitate more
accurate location of this contact on the northern licences.
Where possible, the accurate location of previous drill holes
should be undertaken.
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WELL &PLETION REPORT

BRI-DOWLING  CREEK Prospect

1iOle  N O . BC-78-S

Location: Track  Ck. 6,201,200  meters  N., 546,280 meters  E

Gr. Elev.: 2674'  (815 meters)

Province British  Columbia
Coal Lit.

Surface  Owner Crown C3$Ss  No.

Spudded June 27, 1978 Completed July 18, 1978

Depth: 2206' Air to plater @pad) to 2206'

Hole Size: 3,782 Bits: Surface  tri-Cone ( 4.75 )

Main Holediamond ( 3.782  1
inserts

Cored: (Yes) (No); intervals 303' i-0 27.06' (wireline, convention)

Core Head: f 1, I.D.  2.5” , O.D. 3.782 , Mfgr- LongYear

Logs Run: E-Log ( 1, Gamma  Ray ( x), Other  Densitv

Mfgr. Gearhart-Owens

Logging  Co. Utah Mines  Ltd.

Chemicals:

Lost Circulation  at depth(s) ; Regained  (Yes)(No)

Noticeable  Nater  Invasion: (No1 (Yes) : Intervals-

Noticeable  Gas Invasion: (MO) (Yes) i Intervals-

Casing: Depth lb8i ; Diameter HW 4.5” Recovered  (Yes) (No)

,Plugged: (Yes) (No); .if no, explain

If hole plugged  by other.than  contractor,  give name and address

Invoice  Number  for above

Contractor: Name & Address Canadian  Longyear  Ltd:

Samples  and Core Description  by: R.B. Anderson  & A.T. Armstrong

RepoL4  Prepared  by: R.B. Anderson Date July 21. 1978

Comiients:

-

--

__- -----I---
\I.-

L
\ \-
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CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-1 AREA DOWLING CK. - TRACK CK.
FROM 228.0 TO 252.7 BY R.R.  won  - A.TP. A r m s t r o n g

debris...j&in-ca?&Qnaceous  laminated_

_SPNDSTONF:  - ~~r+kxxl.,~~gi_sh_t_.medium  gray, carbonacsss

load castinw-larqe

STONE-SILTSTONE - +st@cted:~
carbonaceous debris throughout

-_-

-.. -
-.- --_. . ..__
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CORE DESCRIPTION

(~.

HOLE i:
FROM 2

---+--

B.C. 78-1 AREA DOWLING  CK. - TRACK CK.
i2.7 TO 1 9 4 5 . 4 BY R.B. Anderson - A.T. Armstro

DESCRIPTION
INTERLAMINATED MUDSTONE-SILTSTONE - liqht medium gray,

coarse bedded
SANDSTONE - medium grain, liqht qray, carbonaceous debris

on bedding surfaces- - - -
INTERLAMINATED MUDSTONE-SILTSTONE - medium qrae- -

medium dark gray siltstone is crossbedded
STY SANDSTONE - light medium gray, carbonaceous

debristhle~~h~-~t-..__ -
SILTSTONE - liqht medium gray, occasional mudstone  -

laminated siderite lens at 256.7'-  256.8'
_ INTERLAMINATED MUDSToNE=~~~~_SToN..~  liqht.qray-dark  __

medium qrav. carbonaceous debris throuqhout,
distorted beddinq. fe stone nodules at 259.3'
pyrite nodules at 261.5'

- siderite  lens at 266.7', at 268.1', 270.9',
212.9'. 272.7' - 273.0'

MUDSTONE  - dark gray,  witty
INTERLAMINATED MUD-SILTSTONE - (same as above)

nredominantlv  muddy
at 290.7' fe stone band -
unit is very finelv beaded

MOOSEBAR  F.M.:
--Shale - dark crav to black, qrittv, 10 - 20%

silt fraction - massive, no apparent beddinq
numerous slips at 45O to core axis throuqhout
at l/5 feet interval
calcite tension fractures at 45O to core axis

decreasing  s i l t  f r a c t i o n  d o w n w a r d
occasional pvrite replace debris bands
licht trained  pvrite and pvrite nodules
at base

GETHING FM
-Siltstone-medium brownish qrav-occasional sandstone

clasts
-! - 0.3' bright, black, shinv, blocky fractured,

minor pvrite on deat and minor calcite
20% 80% :

CARBONACEOUS MUDSTONE  -.dark srav, occasional thin
coal_streaks -.-

~ERLAMINATED  MUD-SILTSTONE  - medium qrav-medium
dark crav distorted bed lo&c--casting _-_-. _

-~~D~~O~~-__dq~~a~--  occabnal coalstreaks---...--
INTERLAMINATED MUD-SILTSTONE - fine trained  Sc3XIdStOIE--- __

distorted bed. occasional coal clasts &



CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-l AREA DOWLING CK. - TRACK CK.

FROM 1945.4 '1'0 1989.3 BY -Anderson-g

occasional thin coal streaks

to black - thin coal

thin mu&tone

RXINATED MUDSTON=

siltston'e laminations..--.-
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CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE C B.C. 78-l AREA Dow- CE;. - vRACIK
FROM ,c]~LJ.~  TO 2015.0 BY Uson - A.T. hrmqtrang

al s m e a r e d

or thin siltstone laminated
2009.6' -

-..- --..-_-- ------- - .._. -. _-..-_. .._
-- .---_-_-- ---_ - -

--.._



CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-l AREA DOWLING CK. - TRACK CK.
FROM 2015.0 TO 2044.1 BY R.B. Anderson - A.T. Armstrong

2019.4 12019.6
2019.6 82022;2

#
2022.2 12023.3

2034.9 12035.0
2035.0 1;2037.0

2037.0 112037.2

DESCRIPTION~-
MUDSTONE - carbonaceous - dark gray to black occasional

thin sandstone clasts and thin sandstone
interlaminated - fractured and shows slip
at 45O to core axis __-

INTERLAMINATED MUDSTONE-SILTSTONE - light medium gray
to black bedding at 80° to core axis,

-' silt interlaminated are crossbedded
SIDERITE  SILTSTONE - medium brownish gray- .__.__._  --.__  .--..--- - -
SANDSTONE - medium grain - medium light gray - small

scale crossbeds
MUDSTONE - dark gray, minor silt interlaminated,-- _.._  --_---._ .~. -

occasional worm burrows near silt laminae
SIDERITE  SILTSTONE - medium brownish gray, calcite

filled tension fractured near
to core axis

- less sideritic to. base
MUDSTONE - dark.gray
COALY MUDSTONE  - dark gray to black - occasional thin

coal streaks
COAL - 0.65 feet - bright, black, cleated
MUDSTONE - dark gray to black
SILTY SANDSTONE - fine grain, micaceous, ton
SILTY MUDSTONE  - dark .gray
SILTSTONE - medium gray, sandy at 2031.4 to 2031.5,

2031.8 to 2032.2; calcite rimmed coal
streaks from 2032.5 to 2032.6

SANDSTONE - medium gray - medium grained  - calcite
rimmed coal streaks at base

MUDSTONE - dark gray
SILTY SANDSTONE - medium gray, carbonaceous debris on

bedding occasional thin mudstone  interlaminated
- coal streak at 2036.7

SILTY MUDSTONE  - dark gray, thin coal streaks
SANDY SILTSTONE - dark gray, numerous thin mudstone

laminated and clasts
SILTY MUDSTONE  - dark gray
CARBONACEOUS MUDSTONE  - dark gray to black thin coal

streaks
SILTY SANDSTONE - light medium gray, occasional thin--

mudstone  interlaminated, crossbedded -.-
CARBONACEOUS MUDSTONE  - dark gray to black - numerous

coal streaks ---. -
SILTY SANDSTONE - light medium gray, small scale_-_-- .._. -_ ..__~ --. -__

crossbeds

SILTY MUDSTONE  - medium,dark  gray
SANDY SD
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CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-1 AREA DOWLW CK.
FROM 2044.4 TO 2077.1 BY R.B. ANDERSON - A.T. ARMSTRONG

ioturbated at base
minated medium dark

m way - small scale cross-
- minorcarbonacgous debris on

r-&s  ons u r f a c e sbedded
carbonaceous

---.  --.



CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE ::

7n93  n 7rI9R.L

7n9R 1 I 7lil7 7

,

Hu
71n7  7 7105 .6

I

2105.6 2107.2
I

71n7  7 7108.5

7,,c; 7 711fi.7

7,,F, 7 7llf..dE

7116;.45 7=6.=,-2llL55~ E- -.--zLl.z--i

3.C. 78-1 AREA RRT -DaKLzcIl:  pK

L TO 2117 BY Wrsnn _ p. 'p nr,,,s+mnn
DESCRIPTIONI---- .-

lMU TONE - dark crav - occasional thin silt intextiae
coaly towards base

w--dark
kANDY  SILTSTONE - lisht m-e-dium qrav -~numerous  mudstone----_-

laminae sandv at 2084.3
TO COALY MUDSTONE

-L - 1.7' - bone coal principallvm-
- ~~ray._mjs;a~.eu.~-sglit - -

lzoAL 0.9 t -- - -i -cleated. -320%
ROUS MUDSTONE  - dark crav

-TOmAND-SILTSTONE  - dark medium gray -
tnnP - .

N E - carbmeous  - medium dark crav -
s

eous debris throuchout

debris t.hrollahout bloturbatedom  2199- .
tn 7100  m-&tit at b e

XVTONR - dark gray? -3 blackazeddinq
Q core -s

COAL 1.6' bone to 2106 - clean and briqht
cl F.-i-Pa

ONF: - . m crrav - calcite in
tension to core axis -

sl~cmious angles to core
F. - dark grav

NF - dark grav - minor coal

TNTRRT,AMTNATlW MIIIZSTPC)NF

ON-R - dark gray
TPONR gray, m grain. hiahlv  distorted- *

. . . .larn~~, vei-vz pi-7-e- -
darkhrnwnish~mudstone.v_ervsmall
calr~tn rims&-w& fragments

- bJac~and_bxi.ght  - s&i.ckensided  - some
c.alcj..te~nn~pe~c~~a.c-t

thin-slivers of coal suspended in _._
ii22

- b~-~~~~~~~~s-.~~~v~!fiLne.
--calcite-tiLeaks-.-- --.--.

and black. cleated and sheared
(-1; skeffsides~.verv  fine calcite Veining

too and bottom - seam at 600 to cnrP ayic
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CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-l AREA BRI - DOWLING  CK.
FROM 2117 TO 2135.1 BYR.B.  Anderson - A.T. Armstrong

fine qrained, sandstone bedding, very

-

--_-.--__ .---.  _
-_-- fi-ng coal.2~cam  at 2132.7' - calcite- -  -___

rimmed to and bottom - fol -_.__



. .

CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE # B.C. 78-1 AREA BRI-- DOWLING CK.
FROM 2132.7 TO 2148.2 BY R.B. Anderson - A-T. Armstrong

vein and vugs lined with- - _..-
crocrystals of quartz -

ine shell fragments at

- thin siltstone laminated at 2

tension fracture with suspended mudstone
fraqments

bright black coal 0.1' split at 2145.5'
2146.0 ! 2146.6-- _____.. --.--_. 1 MUDSTONE  - carbonaceous dark gray to black-.--_--.-.-  .-___-.  _
2146.6 2146.8 INTERLAMINATED MUDSTONE, SILTSTONE - medium gray to- - - - - - -___--_-- .-- ---. - -

_ . _ - - dark gray finely laminated, load casting----._
2146.8 / 2148.2 SANDSTONE - fine train,  light medium gray, few darker

e siltstone laminations at 2147.4' minor



CORE DESCRIPTION__~

HOLE # B.C. 78-l AREA BRI - DOWLING  CK.
~~OM p,d~.p TO 2164.5 BY -Anderson  - A.T.  wng

SCRIPTION

- -
medium gray to

ing 2156.6' to 2157.6'

units crossbedded, dis-..-.-_ ..---



c . !

CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE  x B.C. 78-l AREA BRI - DOWLING CK.
FROM 2164.5 TO 2195.7 BY R.B. Anderson - A.T. Armstrong

. um.._g.~.apLdistorted  ebedding,

at base
..Occasional  mud lnterlamlnae



CORE DESCRIPTION

HOLE i: R-f!. 78-l AREA DDWLING CK. - TRACK CK.
FROM 7,95-7 TO 2206.0 BY R.B. Anderson - A.T. Armstrong

FRO>1 TO -I DESCRIPTION
7195.7 2196.1 MUDSTONE  - carbonaceous dark gray, calcite filled

I- - fracture. at 70° to core axis
3146, 1~ 77fI6;.0  MUDSTONE/SIl;T

i

Y SANDSTONE - interlaminated, dominantly
mudstone. Medium-dark gray, silt is

I crossbedded, load casting, calcite on
B bedding at 75O to core axis. Minor worm

I burrows at 2202.5. Sideritic'from
1 2204 - 2204.5. Numerous intersecting shear

directions and calcite filled fractures

I at 45O to core axis. Slip on bedding at
I 73O to core axis, calcite filled fractures.

II I

I ., ;. . ../...-
‘..

I ._.
1 !
1 I T.D. = 2206'
I i



NELL COMPLETION REPORT

BRI-DOWLING CREEK Prospect

Hole No. B.C. 78-2

Location:: Road parallel to, and south of Gething Creek 6,203,426  mN
544,580 mE

Gr. Elev.: 758 lil. 758m(2486.0')

Province British Columbia
Coal Lit.

Surface Owner Crown e?k-sEE=~e. 3646

Spudded Julv 21/78 Completed July 29178

Depth: 1126.0' Air to plater (Mud) to 1126.01.

Hole Size: 3.782 Bits: Surface 4.75' (tri-cone)

Cored: (Yes) (No);-
Core Head: ( 1,

Logs Run: E-Log

Main Hole 3.782 (diamond )

intervals 333.O'tol126.0' (wireline, convention)

I.D. 2.5" , 0-D. 3.782*!,  Mfgr. Longyear

), Gamma Ray (X ), Other Density

Mfgr. Gearhart  Owens

Logging Co. Utah Mines Ltd..

Chemicalsf

Lost Circulation at depth (

Noticeable Water Invasion

Noticeable Gas Invasion:

s) ; Regained (Yes)(No)

(No) (Yes) i Intervals-

(No) (Yes) i Intervals-

Casing: Depth se.01 : Diameter Hw 4.5" Recovered- (Yes) (No)
- Partially

Plugged: (Yes) (No)  i if no, explain-

If hole plugged by other than contractor, give name and address

Invoice Number for above'

Contractor: Name & kddress Canadian Longyear  Ltd. - Neiv Westminster

Samples and Core Description by: R. B. Anderson

Report Prepared by: R.B. Anderson Date July 36, 1978

Comments: Casinq - the bottom 20 feet and the casing shoe twist off

when  the casinq  was beinq pulled and was subsequently lOSt down the hole.

---
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CORE DESCRIPTION

c

HOLE # B.C. 18-2 AREA BRI - DOWLING  CK:
FR?M 0T O 935.1 BY R.B. won

- -
-tact aradational over basal 0.5'.

' pyritic, remainder -

s, pyrite nodules

tone



CORE DESCRIPTION

c

-.-- - - - - worm bumL

- (O,JJ,Ati~y,,.~ac.cas.ional bright band. _ _
1 coal streak.

-gr.,&.n  mssbeds.  carbonaceous ~

I

1

959.6

961.2
961.7 I

I at base.

TW-J  MUDS~Y .m - *-

darkgray.
SILTSTONE - medium-dark arav.
(e has many large sub-

r~U6-d mud clasts. base has channel goucring.
SANDSTONE - siltv dark-medium qrav. Sideritic at base.
SANDSTONE - light-medium Gay. fine arained  crossbeds.

_IN~~~~~?N~~~~MUDS~~~~~~~~  __ASANDSTONE - sandstone
dominates medim-dark  gray. worm burrows ._



,\
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CORE DESCRIPTION-_-.- -

HOLE t B.C. 78-2 AREA BBI-aCk.
FROM 984.1 TO ,021;~~  BY R.R-AldSBp

lenses, distorted bedding especially at ,__- - - ._- ..__.  -- .._.

9 9 3 . 6 9 9 7 . 3  1 MUDDY SILTSTONE - carbonaceous, dark medium gray, few

II
9 9 7 . 3 ' 1001.6
1001.6 / , 1002.8
1002.8 1 1006.1

1006.1 1 1006.8
1

1006.8 1 1007.0
1007:o I 1013.7

h

1013.7 11 1026.8
//

-_-
--k

._ ---- --h

thin coal streaks sand lens 994.5 - 994.7
bedding - 70' to core axis.

MUDSTONE  - coaly, dark gray-black, few siderite  nodules.
MUDSTONE  - silty, dark-medium gray.
SILTSTONE - sandy&dark-medium gray, occasional thin

coal streak.
SANDSTONE - dark-medium gray, medium grained  mud clasts

at base.
MUDSTONE - base is ground.
SILTSTONE - sandy, medium gray slickensided fault

surface at 1008. 45O to core axis bed
at 70° to core axis. Fine sandstone
laminated 1111.0' - 1112.5' becoming sandier- -
at base. siltstone clasts at base.- - Sandy -.-

SANDSTONE - liqht' gray, fine grained-medium grained,
crossbeds bedding 70° to core axis.
Carbonaceous debris on bedding surfaces.-___---.~-__  ______ - --.___-- ---- .._-
Coarse qrained at 1016.5, many mud clasts__-- .__
at 1019.5 to 1019.8 and 1025.3 to 1025.5.

Thin distorted coal streaks 1026.2 - 1026.8.
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1 0 4 0 . 8

10528

in-x  a

ll15S?mfI

ln58.5

i n 5 8 . 7

ln59.a

ln6nL

l n 6 n . 7

lnfii  -7

infi5.7

1 0 6 6 . 8

infi8.5

1 0 6 8 . 8

l n 7 a . x

1083.8

1 0 8 5 . 2

- .108L5-

lE# B
)M 102

TO

1 0 3 7 . 7

1 0 3 9 . 6

1 0 4 0 . 8

1 0 5 1 . 1

1 0 5 2 . 6

1052.8
1056.4
l n 5 8 . n

1 0 5 8 . 5

LLD58.7

in59.4

infin.

ln6i.7

1062.9

1 0 6 5 . 7

6 . 8

1nFis.5

1 0 6 8 . 8

1 0 7 4 . 8

l n 8 7 . 8

in85.2

-LOJ-M-Ei-.
1lnn.o

1 1 0 2 . 3

CORE DESCRIPTION

C .  7 8 - 2 AREA BRI - Dowling  Ck.

.8 TO 1102.3 BY R.B. Anderson

DESCRIPTION _
MUDSTONE/SILTY - dark qray,  occasional coal streaks.
MUD&TONE - dark qrav-black many thin coal streaks.
MUDSTONE ~=--Y- coalv, black, hiqhly  broken thin talof-
MUDSTONE  c<%-;)rthin  unit -.-- - .- - - - -

si%v medium-dark qray, numerous thin -
siltstone laminae with crossbeds.

COAL- - 1.5' upper bench cannel coal lower
---~e~c~~.~~s.~~,_bl~~y~~i~hly  fractured _

throuqhout.
MUDSTONE - coalv dark qray, coal streaks.

-,5Ltmsr.Q~.E  - &.~kmefLum-gray,.  disforted  bedding. _ _
CIOAT,- 1

split at 1056.8 at 70° to core axis.
=‘?.92-- Ema-,q

XlLZY~EAiQH
COAL - 0.2' broken, briqht, black, blocky.

EARTH - many thin coal streaks.
ONE - coaly black.

-COTIT* - 1 briuht black blocky broken.
ONE - dark grav few thin coal streaks beddinq

0 tosre axis.
SIT,TSTONEdd worm burrows

throuqhout.
J$UDSTONE  - silty, dark gray.  occasional thin

siltstone interlaminae.
ONF - medium qrav. medium qrained many thin

mudstone  interbeds.
ONE - dark qrav.

- 0.3' briqht black broken.
-TONE - sandv, medium qray, abundant fine grained

carbonaceous debris bedding at 75O to
coxea x i s .

medium qrain, liqht-medium
gray. mudstone  clasts from 1077.5 -
1075.8. Beddinq 80° to core axis thin
caa,l_streaks  from 1082.0 - 1083.8.
carmeous,  dark urav-black  numerous
thin coal streaks, fractured, slickensided
at 80° to core axis (beddinq plane slips)

_SILTSTONE-san~~,-m~~~av.
m - dark qrav,  occasional thin coal streak -.-

manv slickensided surfaces at various
ansles. -_--- _-- ._.._.  - ..-_____.. _

mRsxoNE...-  =x23x-d-sckstiumsrav  . - -  .--
ONE - dark qrav. ---_ _

COAL - 1.21 - compact, durJm coal, metallic lustre.
MUDSTONE - silty-medium-dark qrav.



HOLE # B.C. 78-2 AREA BRI COAL - Dowlinq  Ck.
FROM 1102.3 TO 1126.0 BY R.B.  Anderson

1 END OF HOLE 1126.0'
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NELL COMPLETiON  REPORT

Bri-Dowlinq  Creek Prospect

Hole No. BC-78-3

6,205,570  mN
Location: Mile 27.5 Johnson Creek-Track Creek Road 543,060 mE

Gr. Elev.: 818 m

Province British Columbia
Coal Licence

Surface Owner Crown g&&&~  NO.

Spudded July 30, 1978 Completed Ausust 3. 1978

Depth: 776'. Air to - Water  (Mud) to 776'

Hole Size: HQ, 3.782" Bits: Surface tricone ( 4.75"~ 1

.Main  Holediamond'in- (3.782"  )
serts

Cored: (Yes) (No); intervals 145' to 776' (+7ireline, convention)

Come Head: ( ), I.D. 2.5" , Q-D.  3.782" t Mfgr. Canadian Lonavear a

Logs Run: E-Log ( 1, Gamma Ray (Xl, Other Densitv
i

Mfgr. Gearhart  - Owens

Logging Co. Utah Mines Ltd.

Chemicals:-

Lost Circulation at depth(s) ; Regained (Yes) (No)

Noticeable Water  Invasion: (NoI (Yes) ; Intervals ho+-- of hfilP

Noticeable Gas Invasion: (NoI (Yes) ; Intervals-
Casing: Depth 141' ; Diameter HW 4.5" Recovered (Yes) (No)

Plugged: (Yes) (No); if no, explain as of Aug. 7, 1978; awaitinq

statement from B.C. Dept. of Mines Reclamation Officer.

I If hole plugged by other than contractor, g~ive  name and address

Invoice Nimber  for above

Contractor: Name & Address Canadian Longyear  Ltd.

-Samples and Core Description by: A. T. Armstrong

Report Prepared by: A. T. Armstrong i>ate  Auqust'7',  1978

Conm'ents: Core recovered is entirely from the Gething Formation and is

thought to be from near the top of the,formation.
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